Minutes
GCESG: Labor, Employment, and Education Committee Meeting
April 23rd, 2020 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

1. Attendees:

2. Meeting Minutes:
- Brief Safer at Home discussion on worker protections and transitioning.
- Agreement on problem statement for education and labor and employment
- Overview of reporting in the future for how policy recommendations will be
  - Formatting: overview of recommendations of other committees and the new template to send report over to the council
  - All policy recommendations sent forward to the council have to have consensus with the committee
  - If there is not consensus then we can attach an appendix to list those recommendations
- Education note
  - Emphasis in discussion and chat re: adding recommendations around DACA/undocumented after guidance from Sec. Education on 4/22/20 that prohibits relief funding being used on those students and upcoming Supreme Court Ruling. To be added to Education in short and long term recommendations.
- Discussion of policy recommendations from AFL-CIO -
  - expanding whistleblower protections
    - Social media policies for certain companies are problematic for example
- Construction operating as a critical business
- Discussion of withholding evictions and those implications and restrictions
  - Discussion of how to identify those people affected/ providing doctors note
  - Could be overly broad and will hurt smaller operations
  - Current EO
- Discussion on the federal OSHA program and how the state can work within those rules to protect worker safety

3. Action Items:
- Send in all policy recommendations to be discussed
- Education Subcommittee and Labor and Employment Subcommittee to meet early next week
- Full committee meeting to meet Wed or early Thurs